
Melissa pedals a hope for Olympic Gold 
MELISSA Berryman's sporting future is in the leading bunch of female riders. only took up cycling in a serious way 
going round and round. And the faster it At the recent national cycling titles an less than 12 months ago after a break 
goes, the better she will get. unfortunate puncture possibly cost her from the sport of almost six years. 

Melissa, 22, is one of the brightest ris- the chance of representing Australia at Melissa and her husband, Ross, are 
ing stars in Australian cycling. the Commonwealth Games in Canada in Murray Goulburn suppliers at Berrys 

The former OPICS staff member at August. Creek, near Leongatha. Read about 
Murray Goulbum's Leongatha branch, is Not a bad effort considering Melissa Melissa's Olympic hopes on page 4. 
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LEONGATHA'S early October. about herchances in the goals but you never "Six months ago I dominance when it Of rf~ediml 
Melissa Berryman has Melissa heard the big tours. happy to soak know what might hap- would never have comes to women's road Staff and he&h 
been chosen to tour news over the weekend up the experience rattter pen in the future." thought I would be able racing. specialists. 
ovwseas and admits it hasn't quite than aim for outright Melissa was compet- to ride in a Tour de Joining Kathy and Iswe will certainly be 

sunk in yet tralian Institute of in the US, she victory. ing at Mt. Butler when Frarice but how it's going Melissa will be Tracey looked a'er*" grinned 

"Being ~ a r l  of these she found out about her to happen," she smiled. Wa t~~n ,  from Geelong Melissa 
and Liz Tadich, from Melissa says she -lt" women's will -Pete in several long Wrs  will be a fan- overseas selection. 

I,ll just be to finish. Sheppartm. The only hopes the road squad. major tours including the. t ~ t i c  experience. I don"t On she won It will certainly be a hugs n o n - ~ c t ~ a n s  are L~~ experience hdp The rep- lo day PDwer Bar expect to win any races, the Criterium event and change from Ausbalian resents a huge career Challenge. Nixon, from WA, and attain the super fit status 
leap for Melissa who will AM in late Julyshe will "The most excmng Men fo'bwed this up On cycling." she said. 

Sunday finishing third in Louise Nola, from to CornPete now be able togauge her c0n-t the prestigious thing will be getting the the 80 km race. The overseas squad Queensland. against the best in the 
ability against the womenlsTour de France, experience which 1 can will be led by Olympic world. 
world's elite. a race she describes as then bring back to Aus- She is home now for gold medallist, Kathy The women will be "I'm fit now but to get 

The squad leaves for u p d a y  the hardest in tralh The w&j Titles two weeks training and Watt. And the make-upof accompanied by their to the super fit level you 
!he United States on May th, w d d  for women". and then maybe the catching UP with her bus- the rest of the squad AIS coach, Andrew really have to go away." 
22 and won't return until Mefjssa is realistic Ofympics are still my big band, Ross. reflects Victoria's Logan, as well as an she explained. 






